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Introduction

Samuel Ford married Margaret Wright in Millport in 1815 where the couple raised ten
children. The five youngest emigrated to Australia in the mid-1800s. I have covered
this material in previous publications. Samuel died in 1836 and is buried along with
other family members in the Mid Kirkton Cemetery on Cumbrae. We know from the
family memorial that Samuel Ford was a feuar.

Headstone of the Ford memorial, Cumbrae. The inscription reads; Erected by Samuel Ford,
Feuar, Millport and Margaret his wife … Photo, Tim Ford
What then is a ‘feuar’ and how did Samuel Ford achieve this prestigious title? The key
is found in the Millport Feu Plan and Survey of 1779 and the Register of Sasines. In
turn, these records are inextricably linked to what was taking place along the Firth of
Clyde, namely smuggling.
In this publication, I seek to uncover the reason why Samuel Ford is known as a feuar.
But to do so, it was first necessary to secure a copy of the Feu Plan for Millport dated
1779. With the courtesy of the Ayrshire Archive Centre, I have obtained a copy which
contains important information not otherwise available to the public. To retrieve this
valuable source, I had to sign an agreement that limits the distribution of the material
to those related to the Ford, Trezise, Cornish and Hall families who emigrated to
Australia from Scotland and Cornwall.
The Feu Plan 0f 1779 of the Miln-Port (Millport) shows more detail than the Feu Plan
found elsewhere in other publications. In this respect, the Ayrshire document provides
a 'primary' resource. For researchers, primary sources are deemed more reliable. In
piecing together the life of Samuel Ford, the Feu Plan of 1779 is therefore crucial and
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1882 Ordnance map of Millport. Originally named Milnport after the mill which existed at the top end of
Cardiff Street, an area known as Mill Brae. Millburn House, built in 1805 by Captain Millar, was located near
the old mill. Campbell notes the ‘spent’ water from the mill ran down a stoned lined channel to the sea now
buried beneath Cardiff Street. The locationof the Mid Kirkton Cemetery can be also identified.

The Wright family tree showing the realationship between Samuel Ford had and the Wright family.
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confirms that Alexander Wright, a weaver and
grandfather of Margaret Wright, who married
Samuel, was a feuar.
Initially, Cumbrae did not have a town; the
island was populated by far mers and
fishermen, along with their families who
resided in 'ferm touns', small self-isolated
clusters of dwellings.
When the first
'preventative cutter' arrived on the island,
there arose the need for building
accommodation for the crew.
At first, the
Garrison House was built, providing housing
for the modest crew numbers, but in 1779 the
Royal George arrived, which required
accommodation for a crew of sixty. The result
was the instigation of the Feu Plan of 1779,
which effectively created the town of Millport.
The town was first known as Miln Port, named
after a mill built on the island fuelled by water fed by springs from across the Clyde and
the Scottish Highlands.
The other important primary source material has been kidly forwarded by the National
Records of Scotland. The Record of Sasines with respect to Alexander Wright and His
grandson, William Wright, confirm much of what we know about the Wright family.
I want to thank Corinne Fordschmid, Marion Lynch of the Ayrshire Archive Centre,
Heike Vieth, Archivist at the National Records of Scotland, Hazel Menzies of the North
Ayrshire Heritage Council, and Tim Ford for the images used in this publication.
Hazel Menzies, Assistant Researcher, North Ayrshire Heritage Council, deserves special
mention for her patient and thoughtful responses to my many questions.
Google Maps also deserves a special mention.
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Notice board on the Isle of Cumbrae acknowledging the island’s smuggling heritage.
Photo Tim Ford.
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The Smugglers

Scotland boasts 10,000 miles of generally rugged coastline punctured by myriad
islands, estuaries, firths, rivers, creeks, bays, and backwaters, all ideally suited for the
activity of smuggling.
From 1700 through 1900, smuggling was rife throughout Europe, the U.K. and the
Clyde. However, gaining access to the complex data on such activities is difficult other
than through secondary resources, which are more a collection of antidotes and stories.
Nevertheless, we can glean from the myriad of sources available, all claiming authority
on the matter, something about the activity generally known as 'free trade'.
I use the term 'smuggling' to describe
that activity which results in the
transportation of goods from one
location to another without incurring
payment of some form of tax, excise,
or other revenue or custom fee. I am
not dealing with pirates or privateers
who were nothing more than
criminals aimed at enriching
Ogden cigarette card ‘Watching the Wall’ while the
themselves by stealing from others,
‘free traders’ pass.
often with murderous intent.
Smuggling was more of a rebellion
against paying taxes, not about thieving someone else property, although governments
saw it very differently.
There were two main ways smuggling took place: overseas trade from Europe or America
and internal local trade. For example, ships arriving from the Americas bringing goods
to the ports of Glasgow were prone to 'drop off’' the odd quantity of tobacco, rum, or
sugar to waiting boats as they sailed up the Northern Channel towards the Clyde
docklands. These ‘waiting' boats were generally fishermen who just 'happen' to pick up
goods that had apparently 'fallen' overboard from a passing vessel, thereby absolving
themselves from actually engaged in smuggling.
Then there were the locally produced items transported to Scottish markets. Whisky,
and perhaps more importantly, salt, were items that attracted increasing excise. V. W.
Mackenzie, referring to the production of whisky on Arran, goes on to observe that in
engaging in smuggling whisky, people were;
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maintaining a fight against an oppression which sought to deprive them of a legitimate
method of turning their industry to account in the only way possible for them, and by which
alone they could secure the means of meeting the rent which provided an income for the
very men who, as magistrates, had to convict them (The Book of Arran, Vol II, 1914: 130).
Whisky, we might understand, but salt? A tax on salt was first levied in 1702 and rose
to 2/- (two shillings) a bushel by 1789 but then increased to 15/- a bushel, an increase
of 200% (Mackenzie, 1814: 129). Before refrigeration, salt was the only method of
preserving food and was in great demand by the herring industry and ordinary tenant
farmers to maintain food over the winter months. Much of the precious commodity was
shipped from Ireland. Imposing such an exorbitant excise on salt only created problems
for hard-pressed people who had nothing to lose by circumventing the system.

An example of an illicit still found in Ireland. A fire was lit under the upper chamber,
the evaporated alcohol would cool as the copper pipe wound through a barrel of
cold water. The alcohol was drawn off at the botton with a tap. Courtesy James
Doherty and his Twitter site, Smuggling and Dark History.
To the east of Cumbrae on the Ayr mainland lies the parish of West Kilbride. Reverend
Arthur Oughterson’s contribution to the Statistical Accounts follows what appears is the
general tenor, the inhabitants of his parish are, ‘a character of industry, sobriety, and
decent conduct.’
But Oughterson does make one comment which bears consideration. He notes, but only
as a ‘footnote,’ that it is ‘embarrassing’ that when goods, particularly coal required to
produce much-needed fertiliser, is carried ‘to places within the precincts of the same
port,’ duty is doubly imposed. It is apparent that when goods, in this case, coal, were
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moved from one part of the port to another part of the same port a further tax is
demanded on each move. Oughterson further notes that while limestone from ‘Arran
and the greater Cumbrae’ can be ‘procured at no great charge … (the imposition of this)
barbarous policy of law, must appear evident to every person’.
It is clear that
Oughterson is exposing what everyone else knew, that the onerous imposition of tax and
excise were placing unreasonable and unjustified financial burdens on the population.
Excise, therefore, in whatever form, was an imposition on struggling tenant farmers and
labourers now employed in the industrial towns that sprang up throughout Scotland
due to the Industrial Revolution. These people had little to look forward to other than
the monotonous repetition of struggling to stay alive. The population's only source of
relief from the constant stress was found in alcohol or the purchase of some trifling item
that might be considered a luxury.
Therefore, the pedantic nature of the excise
imposition had an enormous impact on their lives. As a result, and unlike piracy,
smuggling was largely socially acceptable as the citizenry generally sided with the
smugglers.
The accepted tolerance of smuggling was further assisted by the fact that the excise
service operated 'in the complete absence of an effective civilian police force' (Campbell
1994: 26), which meant the authorities had to appeal to the army for help, again, doing
anything but endearing themselves to the local populace who, in any event, would be
suddenly busy themselves by concentrating on 'watching the wall' when suspect
smugglers moved through a village.
If questioned, one could always legitimately
respond that they saw no such activity.
In his book, The Naturalist of Cumbrae: A True Story Being the Life of David Robinson
(1891), the author, Thomas R. R. Stebbing, tells the story of David Robinson, born in
Glasgow in 1806 who later became a Professor of Natural History. As the story unfolds,
Robinson relates how he worked his way through university. Stebbing's book basically
outlines a young man's life as he comes of age in a world where universal education did
not exist and where personal fortitude, courage, and experience were matters of
individual motivation supplemented with a fair slice of good luck. David Robinson's
brush with smuggling (pages 30-41) when he was about fifteen years of age reveals
much concerning the general acceptance of the activity.
The material concerning smuggling across the U.K. is full of similar stories.
For
instance, the renowned Scottish poet, Robbie Burns, was himself, later in life, an excise
officer but had sympathy for the smugglers. The paradox that Burns represents is
contained in his poetry, particularly The Deil's awe wi' the Exerciseman penned in 1792,
which effectively celebrates the joy experienced by the community when the Devil takes
away the hated Excisemen even as they enjoy their illicit whisky.
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The Naturalist of Cumbrae: A True Story Being the Life of David Robinson
Reverend Thomas R. R. Stebbing
(Pages 39-41)
There were many raids made on the smugglers by the
excise, although in most cases the smugglers had timely
notice of the approach of danger, and it was wonderful how
soon they could make a clearance of their valuables, that is
to say, of all the plant used in distilling.
In one instance within our hero's experience, two or three
hours after dark the smugglers were surprised and made
prisoners by the excise officers and a small company of
soldiers. Two farmers' wives, who happened to be paying a
visit to the bothy or smugglers' shed at the time, were also
seized. The still had just been filled with what they called
singlings, for the second or final distillation. The smugglers
agreed to run it off for the excisemen, wishing, so far as they
could, to appear friendly with them. A cart was wanted to
carry the spoil away, but, it being so late, it was thought best
by the excise officers to wait till morning, when they would be
able to see where they were being taken, as otherwise it was possible they might intentionally
be led into a quagmire and be plundered in the dark.
During the night both soldiers and excisemen were taking a "wee drap" to keep them cheery,
and the night passed with friendly jokes on both sides, whatever the prisoners may have
thought inwardly about the humour of the whole affair. As soon as daylight appeared, the two
excisemen went to procure a horse and cart, and were directed to a farm where they were not
the most likely to obtain what they wanted on the shortest notice, the prisoners having some
obscure hope that something might yet be saved. As the officer in command of the soldiers had
received strict charge, when the excisemen left, to take care of the prisoners, these had no
hope of making their own escape. In the absence of the excisemen, the officer was careful of
what spirits he himself took, and did what he could in an easy way to make his men equally
careful; but the drinking-measure the end of a cow's horn was an ample one, and the spirits
were stronger than the men were used to drink, and these things had their effect.
In the mean time the smugglers very civilly offered to give their assistance in carrying their
confiscated goods and chattels some little distance out to a place which the cart could
approach. Their offer being accepted, they had the opportunity to roll "the valuables" into a
deep ditch where they were not easily to be seen. The soldiers, it was clear, had become
sympathizers, and the officer believed, or in his helpless position pretended to believe, that the
smugglers were giving their help in good faith, and that his only duty was to make sure that the
prisoners did not escape. When the excisemen returned with the horse and cart, and saw the
general state of affairs, and that there were only a few of the empty worthless movables piled
up to be taken away, they were glad to get the prisoners and drunken soldiers into the cart
without anything else, letting the two women go free, and sacrificing the spoils, for which indeed
the small country cart, filled as it was with living occupants, would have had no room.
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Even though the poem is subversive of the established order, the words were published.
Burns also sent a copy to one of his supervisors in Edinburgh informing him he had
sung it at one of the Excise court dinners in Dumfries. This seditious libel did Burns no
harm as he was promoted to King's ceremonial bodyguard in Scotland, grandly known
as the Royal Company of Archers. Robbie Burns epitomises the irony of the nineteenth
century.
Although Napoleon had yet to be defeated (1815), the British economy at the close of the
Eighteenth Century was staggering under the cost of the war, resulting in the imposition
of high taxes, tariffs and excise escalated. Essential, the government's action
encouraged smuggling and the distilling of illicit whisky as a means of meeting rent
payments, for, without land on which to grow food, people starved. Further, in the early
1800s, fishing vessels across the Clyde were numbered in their hundreds. Two ports
were important; Campbelltown on the Argyle coast and Rothesay on the Isle of Bute
could each boast a fleet of nearly one hundred craft. While these vessels were used for
fishing, some, perhaps, engaged in the extracurricular activity of smuggling.
Gregor Adamson, in his Arran Water: An Island Whisky History (2019), recounts some of
the exploits of the fishermen cum smugglers. He relates a story, quoting the Perthshire
Courier (6 December 1822), that not only illustrates the general tolerance that smuggling
enjoyed but highlights the audacity of the smugglers when confronted with
inexperienced and unprepared enforcement officers;
On Tuesday forenoon, an Arran wherry, manned by three strong fellows, and to
appearance laden wholly with potatoes, pushed into the harbour at Ayr with all the
confidence of a fair trader courting inspection. This bold countenance, however did not
prevent two customhouse officers who were on the spot from boarding the vessel; whether
they had benefit of previous information, or merely acted upon the notoriety of Arran
smuggling, they immediately set about rummaging the cargo, and soon brought into view
two casks of whisky.
More might probably have been discovered had not the
Highlandmen interrupted the process by cutting their cable and setting off to sea with their
cargo, officers and all, in the sight of numbers on the beach, who were much amused with
the spectacle. With the exception, however, of having the glory and emolument of their
capture turned into shame, the officers did not otherwise suffer, the smugglers having put
them safely into the first boat they met with (2019: 60-61).
That a newspaper could print such an article also tells a story. Other stories however
did not end in such a charming and peaceful manner. A tragic and documented
incident on the Isle of Arran dated 25 March 1817 illustrates the depth to which local
allegiances ran with disastrous results.
On that fateful afternoon, William McKinnon and his son Donald attempted to smuggle
some whisky out of Arran when they spied the revenue cutter Price Edmond and turned
back to shore.
Their movements arouse the interest of the Commanding Officer,
Captain Sir John Reid, who followed, ordering the Mate to send a party ashore to
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investigate. The cutter's Mate, John Jeffery, took a detachment of twelve heavily armed
soldiers and searched the surrounding shore finding four casks of illegally distilled
whisky, which they seized. In returning to the revenue cutter Jeffery and the soldiers
were closely followed by a 'curious group of islanders'. Thinking the situation was likely
to get badly out of hand, Jeffery ordered the soldiers to fire on the islanders, killing
William and Donald McKinnon and a woman, Isobel Nicol. There was a court case of
sorts, but given that the government was anxious to eradicate the illegal distilling of
whisky, any conviction would have seriously undermined their efforts in this respect
(Adamson 2019:91 - 93). Importantly for this discussion is the reference to the 'curious
groups of islanders' who were undoubtedly the local clachan (a farming kin group)
endeavouring to recover their investment.
These and other narratives indicate the enigma surrounding smuggling. The ready
sympathy between farmers, excisemen, soldiers, smugglers and the odd magistrate in
bending, if not subverting, the law created a social environment where the community
stood to gain rather than lose through its tolerance of smuggling.
As I noted above, narratives concerning smuggling are more about what is not said
rather than what is said. Such stirring words suggesting smuggling is 'a fight against
oppression’ or an 'amusing spectacle' romanise the activity and trivialise the real issues
involved; that social security was non-existent for the general population. Effectively the
populace was on their own. As Adamson notes, tax or excise on everyday type items
such as 'beer, bricks, candles, coal, coffee, glass, hops, kelp, leather, malt, paper, salt,
soap, sugar, tea, timber, tobacco, vinegar, wine and wool' severely impacted on live's that
were precarious at best.
Without the security of tenure in their work, people only had one another on which to
rely when things got rough, as they often did. The most important thing they might
depend on were the relationships they formed through marriage and membership of a
clachan (pronounced klak-en or village). On Arran, a clachan was a form of collective
living where one individual held the 'tack' (lease of land) and was responsible for paying
the rent while others worked communally with shared ownership of cattle and crops.
According to Adamson (2019), the 'tackman' would collect annual rent from each
member of the clachan to pay rent to the landholder. Therefore, security lay with an
individual's allegiance to their clachan, not to some far-away entity they generally never
saw nor heard. And if some illegal distilling or smuggling could sustain that security,
then the collaboration of all within the clachan was essential for one's survival.
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The Statistical Accounts of Scotland

The Statistical Accounts of Scotland contains a number of references to smuggling.
Scotland is endowed with a series of historical records stretching back to 1791. The
Statistical Accounts of Scotland 1791 - 1845 are a mine of information and, importantly,
are a primary resource. This material is collated into two sets, the ‘Old’ Statistical
Account 1791 - 1799 (OSA) and the ‘New’ Statistical Account 1834 - 1845 (NSA). The
accounts have been digitised and are freely available online.
While the parish rector was responsible for collecting basic community records
concerning births, deaths, and marriages (the OPRs) no data concerning the population
was otherwise noted until the first Scottish Census in 1841 (There were earlier censuses
but are not available to the public). Consequently, there was no way of knowing much
else about the 900 odd parishes stretched across Scotland or of the people who lived in
them. In 1791 Sir John Sinclair set out to rectify this deficiency. He sent out a series of
questionnaires to the parish ministers in order to obtain a more accurate account of the
geography, topography, and economic and social aspects of parish communities. This
massive undertaking involved time, effort and any number of setbacks with the result
that the actual library was not completed until 1992.
Fortunately, Sinclair saw fit to publish the material as the results of his questionnaires
came back from the parishes rather than wait until all the material was finalised. The
reports have become known as the Old Statistical Account, 1791 - 1799 (OSA) containing
twenty-one volumes which were later followed by a similar collection in 1834, the New
Statistical Account 1834-1845 (NSA) containing fifteen volumes.
The resultant collection provides a concerted effort to record something of the social and
economic demographics prevailing at that time along with the personal thoughts of the
parish recorder. From out of these archives of facts and figures, descriptions and
comments, antidotes and stories, a general picture emerges of tranquillity and peace
across the land.
Unfortunately, the collection largely ignores the social conditions under which
individuals and communities were struggling and the massive changes with which they
had to contend. While there are references made to the social plight of some of the
population the general tenor of the reports often fails to appreciate the financial strain
under which the general population was living. Nevertheless, in reading the ‘reports’,
one can gain a glimpse of the friction and discord that existed between the ‘haves’ and
the ‘have nots’. The social equilibrium of the state was paramount and that
responsibility was duly laid upon the Church. The result was that the Statistical
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Accounts are more often a sanitised social commentary designed to appease their
Lordships rather than advocating for social change.
The Statistical Accounts were generally authored by the parish minister but in some
cases, he handed the job over to a parishioner. For instance, the anonymous ‘friend’
writing for Reverend Henry Graham in the Parish of Cumbrae notes;
As an evidence of the goodness of the climate, there are at present [May 1793], 35
people above 60 years of age in the island; an uncommon number advanced in years, is
so small a community … The population of this island is nearly doubled within these 40
years.37
The author’s observations concerning the health and wellbeing of the island community
are well placed. Alexander Wright lived until 92, Margaret Wright/Ford lived to 82, and
Margaret Jack/Ford to 88 years. Living on Cumbrae the Ford family, apart from one
child Peter, enjoyed good health, all living well into adulthood. It should be remembered
that living and working in the overcrowded Scottish industrial cities during the 1800s,
where the population was exposed to typhus and cholera, where food nutrition was poor
at best, contributed to degradation in general health resulting in a life expectancy which
fell to 37 years for men and to 40 years for women. We might also recognise that medical
assistance was not generally available to the population which might say something
about the social well-being of those living on an island distant from the congested urban
areas.
The Cumbrae Parish report goes on to note the island’s population as of 1 January
1793. Of interest, but only as a footnote, the author observes that ‘seafaring people
being the most numerous’ yet makes no reference to what sort of ‘seafaring’ was
undertaken. Fishing would be an obvious ‘seafaring‘ activity but it is probable that such
reference might also include a reference to the presence of the crew of the revenue
cutter the Royal George stationed on Cumbrae which was, at that time, said to have a
crew of sixty.
In closing his account of Cumbrae, the author makes the following observations;
The people are sober, regular and industrious, in a remarkable degree. It is not known,
that any person born in this parish has ever stood trial before a criminal court.
Considering their opportunity of improvement, they may be deemed intelligent; and it is
but justice to the seafaring part of community to say, that, for their line of life, their general
conduct is perculiarly [sic] proper and praise-worthy (italics in the original).
While the reader is presented with a picture of industry and harmony on Cumbrae the
condescending nature of the report has one wondering what the author actually means
by italicising the word their when referring to seafarers. Perhaps the author is
acknowledging the perception that ‘seafarers’, in their ‘line of life,’ were generally not
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known to act in a ‘proper and praiseworthy’ manner. One might also ask what particular
activity ‘in their line of life’ the author deemed other than ‘proper and praiseworthy’?
Could the author be making a judgement about the seafarer's drinking habits or could
he perhaps be making a slanted reference to that other activity readily open to seafarers,
smuggling? We might read too much into this comment but the fact that any reference
was made at all to the conduct of seafarers exposes the all too often judgmental aspect
of the Statistical Records.
Here are some examples from various parishes all taken from the Statistical Accounts of
Scotland archives concerning smuggling.
Reverend Gilbert Lang in the Parish of Largs; ‘
There is smuggling with the mentioning, unless the pitiful and occasional help is given the
poor seamen, in their little adventures, can be called as such.’51
Reverend Archibald Mactavish in the Parish of Kildalton;
‘
The principal obstacles to improvement were smuggling, the subdivision of land, bad
roads, and the want of enclosures‘,52
Reverend Archibald Mactavish again;
‘… it must be admitted, that drunkenness is not at all so prevalent, since smuggling was
suppressed … ,53
Reverend Allan McNaughton in the Parish of Kilbride;
‘… the decline in smuggling, which, at one time, afforded a sort of occupation for a great
number of young men … ,’54
Reverend William Grant in the Parish of Duthil,
‘Smuggling has been so completely suppressed, that it may be said to be a tale of years
long bygone,’55
Reverend Robert Duncan in the Parish of Dundonald,
’It must be acknowledged, that lessening some duties to a certain degree would not injure
the revenue; and yet more effectually cut up this business (smuggling), than a fleet of
cutters, or an army of custom and excise officers’.56
The observations by the authors expose the concurrent activity of smuggling and in
some cases make valid observations as to its cause. Others, perhaps more conscious
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that their own report might reflect on them personally, completely ignore the enormity of
the activity.
A reference to smuggling in Kilbride in the Country of Bute, an island about four miles
from Cumbrea, is more expansive. When noting the decline in the parishes' population,
the author writes;
Of these [the decline in population], the most important are the extensive migration to
Canada and Chaleur Bay … the decline is smuggling, which, at one time, afforded a sort
of occupation for a great number of young men … (N.S.A. Vol V, 1845).
But not all ministers of the Church are the same. There is a reference to one particular
minister of the Kilbride Parish, the Reverend Archibald Beith, which is not so pleasant.
The sorry tale of Beith exposes the excesses with some went to curtail smuggling, much
to their chagrin.
On April 27 of the same year (1671), a boat with such a cargo landed at Lamlash Bay,
and Beith, with an armed company, took possession. In his temporary absence, the
crew forcibly recovered their property and set sail, while Beith and his party pursued in a
second boat and, when the others refused to surrender, fired on them, killing Allan
Gardiner, a merchant of Irvine, and one of the crew. Beith was tried in Edinburgh before
the High Court and sentenced to be hanged. The King remitted the sentence, while
Beith was not again inflicted on Arran, for, on his way back to the island, he solicited the
Town Council of Rothesay for help and Uberty to beg for a living. He got £20 (Scots) but
no licence to beg. (Book of Arran Vol II, page 140).
Smuggling was big business, and at times whole economies and towns were, in some
overt form or another, participants in what was known as 'free trade'. The government
acted, albeit clumsily and awkwardly at times. Perhaps the most definitive book on the
subject is E. Keble Chatterton's King's Cutters and Smugglers 1700-1855 (1912), which
is readily downloadable from the internet. Chatterton draws attention to the error of
romancing smuggling and writes at length from authoritative sources. However, he fails
to acknowledge that underpinning smuggling was the fear of poverty. The heavy-handed
approach by the 'preventative service' effectively pitted people against the government in
their bid to stay alive.
But change did happen, and that change affected the local population on Cumbrae as it
had affected others. However, the impact of this change on Cumbrae was somewhat
different to the general experience. Housing became a critical issue when the revenue
cutter, the Royal George, with its large crew was stationed at Cumbrea in the 1780s.
The housing shortage was overcome by granting land to the mariners on which they
could build dwellings for themselves and their families. In a somewhat circuitous
manner, smuggling benefited those living on Cumbrae.
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There are some 280 references to smuggling contained in the Statistical Reports. I have
not examined all the references to smuggling contained in these accounts. But given
the above, we can appreciate the social impact smuggling had on communities and
individuals. It would be extreme to think that any parish minister would openly support
the illicit distilling of whisky or smuggling yet ministers were themselves very much part
of community life. I can understand many of them were torn between their commitment
to the parish, the needs of their parishioners, and their loyalty to the law of the land.
Clearly, what the Statistical Accounts expose is that the imposition of oppressive taxes,
duties and excise fuelled much of the illegal activity and, as we will find out, many of the
strident words condemning smuggling, may have in fact masked tacit support for the
enterprise.
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Photo from the late nineteenth century of an unidentified revenue cutter beached in Lamlash
Bay on the Isla of Arran. Apparently, something further out in the bay has caught the the
attention of the crew. Photo Stuart Gough.
Below, early photo of the Garrison House, Cumbrae. Source unknown.
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The Government's Response

The cost of fighting an almost endless war in Europe placed an enormous burden on the
population. Not only had the wars killed many of the nation's men, but it had also
saddled its citizens with excessive taxes and excises. The result was that many were
faced with living under the intolerable conditions imposed by taxes and excise. The
stress of living was only relieved through alcohol which underpinned much of the
smuggling activity.
Smuggling, in the period under discussion, 1720 to 1840, may have started as a social
rebellion against the imposition of a regressive tax regime on what was generally
considered small items of luxuries for those otherwise anchored in generalised poverty.
But smuggling grew exponentially into something approaching 'big business’. To curtail
such adventurous pursuits by the population, the U.K. government (the Act of Union
passed into law in 1707) established the 'preventative cutters'.
Initially, the Government sold the rights to collect custom and excise duty to aptly
named 'farmers' (Campbell, 2004), those with the means to finance such undertakings,
namely the 'landed gentry'. In return, these 'farmers' received the privilege of acting as a
coastal monitoring force. Further, although the government stipulated remuneration for
captains, mates and crews, the proceeds from collecting the bounty on property seized
and ships impounded were worth considerably more than the salary and wages on offer.
While strict rules applied concerning the distribution of compensation and the
employment of crew, who had to take an oath before a Justice of the Peace that they
were of good character, the availability of alcohol and the 'pay on results' principal could
not help but forge a culture of corruption.
Further, at the time, no distinct government department was entrusted with combating
smuggling. Customs and Excise were separate entities, each operating with different
procedures and bureaucracy, a situation not remedied until 1909. Subsequently, the
two services developed their respective policies and procedures concerning collecting
revenue and the apprehension and prosecution of offenders. This arrangement was
bound to cause administrative problems and was open to abuse.
Compounding these issues is the lack of archival records. Although the Government's
response to smuggling in Scotland dates back to 1634, there is little data available as a
fire in the 19th century destroyed much of the archives. As a result, the 'preventative
cutters' history throughout the Clyde estuary is as murky as the waters on which they
sailed. Consequently, most books about smuggling around the British Isles are generic
in style and derived from secondary sources. Few are primary sources, and most focus
on the activity's main area of operation along the English Channel. Nevertheless, we can
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make some salient observations concerning smuggling around the Clyde by scrutinising
the available data.
J.R.D. Campbell's (1994) publication Clyde Coast Smuggling: or A Hundred Years of
Clyde Cutters and Smugglers is the only resource I have found that provides some
history of Cumbrae's association with smuggling. As Campbell notes, the centrality of
the island of Cumbrae was a rather obvious station for a 'preventative cutter'.
The first revenue cutter to appear on the Clyde was in 1634, but Campbell supplies no
further details. He also refers to a 'King's Boat' presence at Cumbrae, Rothesay,
Glasgow, Greenock and Inverkip in the eighteenth century but, again, offers no further
details. The first official reference to a revenue cutter on Cumbrae concerns repairs
being carried out on the Cumbrea Wherry in 1728 and then lists a series of necessary
repairs required to several vessels over the ensuing years.
There were, however, two problems with stationing a preventative vessel on Cumbrae,
the lack of an anchorage and a lack of accommodation for the crew. Initially, the
Cumbrae Wherry was beached at low tide, which meant that it would not be ready for
immediate service if needed. A late nineteenth-century photo depicts a revenue cutter
beached at Lamlash Bay on the Isle of Bute while the crew pay action to some activity
further out at sea.
The picture demonstrates the problem with a beached vessel
(Adamson 2019). The image also depicts the distinctive uniform worn by the mariners of
the revenue cutters.
The other problem was that Cumbrae was a small island offering limited
accommodation. As a result, a gothic battlement designed Garrison House was built in
1745. The Garrison House was fortified against the attack and armed with cannon; the
safety of the vessel and the crew were a priority as privateers and pirates were still
operating in parts of Scotland. The position of the building was such that it allowed
cannon to fire on any would-be interloper who might have thought a beached revenue
vessel worth rummaging.
Apart from dates, there is also confusion about names as each vessel had its name but,
because they were part of the customs or excise service fleet, became collectively
referred to as the 'King's Boat', making identification as to time and place almost
impossible. Further confusion surrounds the impounding of vessels which were then
used as part of the 'preventative cutter' fleet.
Following Campbell, it appears the original skipper of the Cumbrae Wherry was Captain
Ballantyne, who died about 1730 leaving a legacy for the local kirk to purchase a new
mort cloth, a much-needed item to cover the coffin throughout the extensive
Presbyterian funeral and burial rites.
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Other skippers followed Ballantyne, one being Archibald Steward. However, the island
community shunned Stewart as he dared 'shop' and impound a local vessel, the Jean of
Cumbray, as she came loaded with brandy from the Isle of Man. According to Campbell,
Stewart's action was 'certainly not an act calculated in any way to improve his standing
locally' and perhaps is an example of how the community of Cumbrae acted in accord
with community expectations concerning one of 'their own'.
From about 1749, the Cumbrae Wherry, with a crew of ten, was skippered by Andrew
Crawford, the first of the successful family linked to the revenue service and Cumbrae.
His son, also named Andrew, followed him in 1768 and then another son, James, in
1770 until about 1778 when the Royal George was bought into service, which demanded
a crew of sixty men.
Like other aspects of the preventative service, there are problems tracing the Royal
George as many vessels were named after the British Monarch, George III, who reigned
from 1760 to 1820. Campbell notes that at least three ships bearing the name were
operating in Scottish waters.
There is a well-known painting of the Royal George that appears in publications
concerning smuggling around the Clyde now held by the North Ayrshire Heritage
Council, who also supplied the accompanying notes;
This painting was created around 1881 by Joseph Hereto Retch of London from a
watercolour drawing made about 1780, which was long in possession of Mrs Daniel
McKirdy, Milepost [Millport], whose father, Charles Castello, was the cutter's steward and
who died in Cumbrae 1804. The whereabouts of the original painting is not known.
The painting shows a ketch rigged sailing ship with her sails set. A Union Jack is flying from
her boom and an ensign from her rear. A long streamer is flying from the top of her main
mast. The ship is towing behind it a small dinghy. An inscription in the top left hand corner
reads The Royal George Cutter (illegible), Commander.
The revenue cutter Royal George was the customs boat that served the Clyde from around
1780 to 1820. It was based at Milepost on the island of Great Cumbrae. Its Commander was
James Crawford, and its Mate was Archibald Retch. The cutter was about 250 Tons, carried
16 guns and was manned by a crew of about 60 men, mostly natives of Cumbrae.
Mrs Daniel McKirdy was born Mary Castle (1789) on Cumbrae, whose father, Charles
Castle, is recorded on her birth certificate (OPRs) as a 'steward on the George Revenue
cutter'. (The name 'Castello' is a misspelling of Castle). Mary McKirdy and her husband
Daniel (m. 1833) lived in Clyde Street, Millport, at the time of the 1841 Scottish census.
The fact that the steward on board the Royal George had possession of a painting of the
vessel adds credibility to the account, and there is some consistency with Campbell's
description of the vessel.
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Painting of the Royal George. Courtesy of North Ayrshire Heritage Council. The fact that insignias are flying
indicates that the vessel is attached to the revenue service.
Note the similarities and differences in design compared with the plan of the Navel Cutter below.

Plan of a Naval Cutter, c1828 (Wikipedia), showing a heavy, beamy craft of low freeboard and great depth of
keel, with enormous sail area for its size. The low deck level was made up for by high bulwarks pierced for
guns [ports], and a raised fore deck with bold shear up to great bluff bows. (Arnold Forster, At War With The
Smugglers) . There are eight gun ports illustrated.
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However, there are some differences between the painting and the narrative. The Royal
George stationed at Cumbrae was consistently called a 'cutter'. Retch's painting depicts
a vessel with two masts rigged with two square yardarms, one on the mainmast and the
other on the rear (mizzen). Technically, the ship is ketch-rigged and is not a 'cutter'. A
cutter is similar to a 'sloop' but has the mainmast positioned further aft allowing for an
extended bowsprit. On the other hand, a 'ketch' is two mast rigged.
We might also note that the jack is not flying from boom but from the bowsprit, the
positioning of which may have been a requirement under which vessels of the
preventative service identified themselves when pursuing other vessels. The streamer
from the top of the mainmast is also an identification requirement, as is the ensign as
the rear. The three rows of reef ties in the mainsail indicate attention to detail. The
vessel is depicted with eight gun ports suggesting that she would carry sixteen cannons
adding considerable weight to the ship. The tender being towed from the mainmast yard
looks ungainly, but the revenue service ships did have several small boats either on
deck or being towed.
Given the details of the painting, we can effectively assume that the Royal George was a
'brig', shortened from 'brigantine', a term which means a 'short two-mast vessel with
large sails'. Notably, a brig was fore and aft rigged, which ensured it was a reasonably
fast vessel, mainly downwind, but needed a large crew to protect the ship from an
unexpected wind shift which could 'jibe' (turn) the craft up into the wind causing any
amount of damage. The inability of a brig to sail effectively into the wind limited its
application as a pursuit vessel for the preventative service. Given the ship's rigging and
equipment, it was probably the case that some sixty mariners were needed to sail the
ship effectively.

Birth record of Mary Castle born to Charles Castle, Cumbrae 1831.
Below, marriage Daniel McKirby and Mary Castle.
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Apart from Campbell, there is little to base any reliable historical information
concerning the design of the revenue cutters. However, I did find one article by K. J.
Olsen, The Sailing Cutters: A Brief History of the Revenue Fleet Under Sail, 1999, that not
only confirms the unhealthy relationship that existed between government agencies and
smugglers but also draws attention to the smugglers who were ready to exploit any and
every innovation for their advantage:
Their cutters were built for a specific purpose, to carry high value but comparitively low
volume cargoes at speed across the English Channel in all weathers. The standard cutter
was fast anyway, but the smugglers found they could maintain a speed advantage by
reducing the weight of the hull. Speed was important to both satisfy market demands and
avoid capture by the authorities. The result was a clench planked hull to minimal scantling
sizes, but still of adequate strength. The bonus for the smugglers was that cutter building
time and cost were reduced and if unfortunately their vessel was seized by the authorities
the capital loss was small. It is said that the building cost of a smuggling cutter was
recovered after two or three smuggling runs! The revenue cutters in comparison, though
often built by the builders of smuggling cutters, were constructed to usual commercial
standards of scantling size suitable to face the rigours of many years in service, for then as
now the Treasury demanded value for money.
Olsen's description of the Royal George, which weighed in at 255 tons, needed a crew of
60, carried 20 cannons and is described as an 'Excise Brig' built in the last half of the
eighteenth century, suggests that Joseph Hereto Retch's painting might be more
accurate than one initially suspects. Olsen also provides a chronological list of
preventative vessels appearing in service, and while the Royal George is listed, no
further data is supplied. However, interpolating Olsen's list, we might reasonably
assume that the vessel arrived on Cumbrae between 1779 and 1788, which is not
inconsistent with the instigation of the Feu Plan of 1779.
Another rare but insightful book is that of Captain Marryat (The Pirate and The Three
Cutters, 1836), who invites his readers to go below decks on a preventative cutter;
She is a cutter, and you may know she belongs to the Preventive Service by the number of
gigs and galleys she has hoisted up all around her. She looks like a vessel that was about
to sail with a cargo of boats, two on deck, one astern, one on other side of her. You
observe that she is painted black and much more lumbered up ...... Let us go on board,
and her bulwarks are painted red, it is not a very becoming colour but it lasts a long while,
and the dockyard is not very generous on the score of paint - or lieutenants of the navy
troubled with much spare cash. She has plenty of men and fine men they are; all dressed
in red flannel shirts and blue trousers; some of them have not taken off their canvass or
tarpaulin petticoats which are very useful to them as they are in boats night and day, and
in all weathers. But we will at once go down to the cabin, where we will find the lieutenant
that commands her, a master's mate and a midshipman. They each have their tumbler in
front of them and are drinking gin toddy, hot with sugar - capital gin too - Above proof; it is
from that small anker standing under the table. It is one they forgot to return to the Custom
House when they made their last seizure.
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A final extract from Olsen's contribution exposes the working conditions experienced on
the preventative cutters;
For the crews of those vessels it could never have been an easy life with long hours at sea
in all weathers, waiting and watching, in vessels that were wet underway and continually
damp below decks. The enemy was cunning and resourceful, in vessels that more often
than not carried more cannon and with larger crews spoiling for a fight with the authorities.
And yet there was never any shortage of volunteers for service with the revenue fleet. The
odds were perhaps stacked against them and yet the revenue men using seamanship
skills and equal cunning did achieve some significant successes at sea.
As Campbell notes, the last preventative vessel stationed at Cumbrae was the Royal
George which;
... sailed away for the last time about 1820 under the command of Captain Millar, was
called the 'Royal George'.
Captain Millar returned in 1833 to become the company chairman responsible for
enlarging the Millport harbour precincts.
The other benefit the Royal George bought to Cumbrae was financial.
Ordinary
mariners on the revenue cutters in 1750 could expect to be paid 15/- (shillings) to 30/per month, about £20 (British pounds) per year. Captains and mates would be paid
considerably more. But wages were not all that a mariner could expect. With the
capture of vessels used for smuggling and the seizure of contraband goods, a bounty
was paid to all concerned by strict rules. Campbell notes that in one month, the
mariners on one revenue cutter received £2/3/8 each from the value of goods seized
and £2/6/9 from the value of vessels seized. In the one month mentioned by Campbell,
Mariners received a total of £4/11/5 on top of their wage. Campbell claims the annual
earnings of a ‘skipper’ was about £250,000, which, at the time Campbell wrote, equates
to just under $1M Australian (2022). Quite simply, the revenue cutters were a milliondollar industry. Financing a revenue cutter was a lucrative investment resulting in
economic benefits for the owners, master and crew.
However, the policy of ‘pay by results’, the granting of ‘prize money’ and the prevalence
of alcohol, readily used as a means of inducement, could only have resulted in
widespread corruption. Spies and informants abounded, working for one side or the
other. Further, hardened by the general acceptance of the populace that smuggling was
a legitimate means of support, it is not difficult to understand that the nefarious nature
of the ‘industry’ was open to abuse by all concerned.
The Royal George also endeared to the island by having a pub named after it, while
many streets bear the names of mariners who served on the revenue cutters. But the
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legacy of the revenue cutters stationed on Cumbrae extends to more than a pub and
some street names.
Revenue cutters also bought wealth and prestige, a status to those who would not have
otherwise been recorded in the archives. Given the amount of money the crew received
from the impounding of vessels and the associated sale of smuggled merchandise,
together with the abundance of local stone, buildings and dwellings were quickly
established along the seafront of Millport. Samuel Ford, his wife Margaret Wright, and
their ten children occupied one of those dwellings.

1807 notice of impending sale of a smuggling cutter, a ‘prize’ seized by the Revenue
Service. One wonders who would have bought the vessel other than a would be
smuggler. Courtesy James Doherty and his website Smuggling and Dark History.
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Millport: Community of Feuars

Mid Kirkton Cemetery memorials. From the far left, the Wright, the Crawford, the Jack
and the Ford memorials. Photo Corinne Fordschmid.

Samuel Ford was not the only feuar buried on Cumbrae. Standing in line with the Ford
and Wright memorials is one dedicated to Daniel Crawford.
Daniel Crawford’s memorial, similarly to that of Samuel Ford’s, acknowledges that he is
a feuar. The OPRs note that Daniel was a gunner on the Royal George, that he married
Janet Hunter and that his first son, born in 1776, was named James. There is also a
record that James and Daniel Crawford were feued Tenement No. 1 as part of the Feu
Plan of 1779. Apart from a discrepancy concerning Daniel’s age at death, the record is
consistent across the archives. It should be noted that I am not suggesting that James
Ford and Daniel Crawford were the only feuars on Cumbrae. As will become clear there
were a number of feuars living on Cumbrae at the turn of the nineteenth century.
What then is a feuar and how was it that one became of feuar on Cumbrae?
In the late 1700s and early 1800s, social relations in Scotland were essential agnatic.
The only recognised form of inheritance was through the male hereditary line. But as
the Protestant Reformation gained momentum, the family became society's focus, where
birth, baptisms and marriages dominated community life. But the social divisions were
predominant and hierarchical.
There was the aristocracy, what might be called the middle ranks, and the poor.
Although women were an invaluable part of the workforce, they remained subservient to
their fathers or husband. Social mobility was limited, and only those born with rank
could, and did, shoulder the financial burden of an expanding population and economy.
These 'lairds' held land, which was the basis for the subsistence culture of the 'cottars'
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Transcript of Daniel Crawford is also recognised as a feuar. Curtesy North Ayrshire Heritage
Council.
Below, record of James and Daniel Crawford recipents of Tenement No 1 of the Feu Plan 1779.

Daniel Crawford’s family as record in the Old Parochial Records.
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who, in their mutual interests, often banded together to farm the land on which they
had to pay rent to the local laird.
There was, however, another rank which suggests something of social mobility.
Peculiarly to Scotland, there arose a class of people who, on paying a fee and an annual
'feu' duty to one’s ‘superior’, enjoyed the privilege of passing land on to their eldest son.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century, these feuars, along with their lairds,
numbered some 10,000 and bore more of the government's financial burden.
If you look for a definition of a ‘feuar' in Scotland, you will find a reference along the
lines;
Someone, a male, who had control over the land on which he lived and on paying a
'feu duty' to a 'superior' who could pass on that property to his eldest male heir.
Feuars arose as a class of people who, unlike tenants who were restricted to 'renting'
land and dwellings, effectively had some security over the property on which they lived.
Reports also indicate that feuars bore an increasing responsibility for society's
governance and financial burden.
Land, in the 1700s, was subject to the feudal system. While a 'feuar' might 'inherit' land
and thereon build a dwelling, feuars would still be required to pay a 'feu' to, say, the
Church or the resident laird who, in the case of Millport, was a member of the CrichtonStuart family, the Marquesses of Bute. This social stratum of feuars is of particular
interest in understanding the fortunes of Samuel Ford.
To better appreciate the implications of being a feuar, I again draw upon the Statistical
Accounts of Scotland. The following extracts make specific references to the presence of
feuars. I begin with the Reverend William Donald's report in the Parish of Peterhead.
The parish church is situated at the entrance of the town; it was built in 1803, and is
calculated to contain upwards of 1800 sitters. It also has the spire built of granite, 118 feet
in height.
The building of this church gave rise to an important question, viz. whether the feuars in
the town were obliged to bear a share of the expense along with the landward inheritors,
which was litigated in the Court of Session and House of Peers. It was finally decided that
the building of the church was a parochial burden, and that the heritors and feuars were
liable in this burden according to their real rents.
Another reference by the same author concerning the 'community of feuars',
Certain properties and privileges of commonties and common pasturage, fuel, feal, and
divot were granted to the original feuars of Peterhead, by Earl Marischall in the charter of
erection. In 1774, these properties and privileges were confirmed by the Governors of the
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Merchant Maiden Hospital, who agreed to divide the commonties, and they accordingly
conveyed those parts of them which fell to their feuars, to certain of the feuars, for
themselves, as feuars of the town of Peterhead, and as trustees for and in name of the
haill other (then) feuars thereof, and of all such persons as should at any time thereafter
become feuars of the said town or lands, and the heirs and successors of all (the then)
present and future feuars, to be improved and applied as a majority of the said feuars, at
the time, and from time to time, should think fit, for the public good and utility of the said
town.
In the charters subsequently granted a share of these properties and privileges is
conveyed to the individual feuars. The rental of the feuars' properties now amounts to
about £260 per annum. These properties are claimed by the magistrates, in virtue of the
Burgh Reform Act; and this claim has been resisted on the part of the hospital and their
feuars, on the ground that the same are private property, arising out of legal deeds
between superior and vassal. In order to have this point decided, mutual actions of
declarator have been raised, and are now depending in the Supreme Court.
These actions, it is probable, would not have been necessary if proper inquiries had been
made before the act was passed.
From the above account, it appears that some dispute existed over the 'ownership' of
£260 collected from the feuars within the local Burgh. The conflict seems to centre on
whether the £260 should be returned to the local community rather than the feuars.
Here is a further reference, this time from the Reverend Patrick Mifarlan in Greenock:
The passing of the act now mentioned, and the great increase of the trade and town,
appear to have suggested to Sir John Shaw the idea of giving still greater powers to the
feuars than had been conceded to them by the charter of 1741. Accordingly, on the 2d day
of September 1751, he was pleased, as baron of the barony of Greenock, and burgh of
barony thereof, to grant a new charter, in which the feuars and sub-feuars, and burgesses
to be afterwards admitted, are authorised to meet yearly, to elect nine persons to be
magistrates and councillors of the burgh, whereof two to be bailies, one to be treasurer,
and the other six to be councillors, with power to the said bailies and their successors in
office, to administer justice to the inhabitants; and to the bailies, treasurer, and councillors,
to manage the funds and common good of the town and barony; to make laws for the
better government of the same; to admit burgesses on payment of not more than thirty
merks Scots, on the admission of each burgess; and generally to use and exercise all
privileges and jurisdictions as freely as the magistrates and council of any other burgh of
barony in Scotland do, or may do, the baron bailie for the time being having a cumulative
juris-diction with the bailies to be chosen by the inhabitants.
Some old Scottish legal terms used in these references need explaining. 'Commonty' is
another word for community and is here used to denote the usage of fields and pastures
open to use by those who are feuars. 'Fuel, feal and divot' mean the gathering and use of
turf as a building material and for the roofing of dwellings. 'Merks' is another old Scots
term associated with the assessment of yearly rent.
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The reports from the Statistical Accounts confirm that the 'feuars' enjoyed privileges not
otherwise extended to the rest of the population. It is also apparent that feuars were
granted the power, at least in some parishes, to 'elect' magistrates and councillors to
'administer justice' and 'manage funds' for the 'common good'. These were significant
concessions in the early 1800s and implied a change in social status. But underlying
these 'privileges' enjoyed by feuars is a broader community concern. Despite the scarcity
of information, it is apparent that there is a genuine concern that the 'community of
feuars' should contribute toward the 'common good'.
The 'feuars' in Scotland may have obtained some prestige and status, but these were
relatively few. The lower class, the labourers and field workers, had no say in the
governance of their lives. In the following decades, all that was to change.
In the U.K. the Industrial Revolution changed the world commercially, economically, and
socially while across the English Channel, what became known as the French
Revolution (1789-1799) and its bloody aftermath, changed the world ideologically.
Effectively the French Revolution transformed the social situation of Europe; feudalism
was dead, and the idea of democracy had arrived. In Britain, this philosophical change
had the landholding nobility nervous. Although the 'usurper' Napoleon had been
defeated in 1815, the revolution's ideas lived on and posed problems for governments,
their overlords and lairds, and the Church. Recall that the church held responsibility for
social cohesion. A civilian police force had yet to be inaugurated.
We can gain some sense of that anxiety from one report in the Statistical Accounts where
the author inveighs against the 'political disease … [and] revolutionary principles'
sweeping his parish. He continues;
They who complain so much of the insolence of aristocrates, and the despotism of rulers,
should consider what kind of rulers they are like to have, if the revolution, so much desired,
took place. In fermentations and ebullitions the scum rises to the top; and in every
revolution, which, like that of France, is the work of democracy, the vilest and the worst
thrust themselves into places of power.
While there are references made in the Statistical Accounts to 'revolutionary principles'
infiltrating the general population, this is the only direct reference to 'democracy'
contained in the thirty-six volumes of the Accounts.
Then there is this report from the Parishes of Barony and Gorbals in Glasgow, which
contains the comment;
The revolutionary principles of France had made such rapid progress in this country during
1793-4, that an Act of Parliament was passed, authorising his Majesty to accept the
military services of such of his loyal subjects, as chose to enrol themselves as volunteers,
for defence of our inestimable constitution. The French Revolution had shaken the country
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to the effect that the Reverend Dr Thomas Somerville writes with some hysteria, as
recorded by Emma Vincent, that 'the very existence of civil society was at stake'.
The reverend gentlemen might well feel the cold winds of change blowing. The
generalised belief that God, who had hitherto presided over the world intervening at his
will and where inequality was perceived as a 'law of nature,' came under increasing
scrutiny as support for the 'libertarian principles' expressed in the Declaration of the
Rights of Man gained momentum. Yet the savagery that the revolution wrought created
legitimate reasons for concern. The threat of anarchy was real, and the results of the
new philosophy were unpredictable. Consequently, the ministers of the Church
wholeheartedly supported the war against France while cautioning against ideological
'adventurism'. Sermons were preached, dissertations are written, and speeches made,
arguably, having little effect on people scraping together a living where education,
medical access, and financial security were more pressing concerns.
The passing of the Scottish Reform Act of 1832 saw the Scottish electorate go from less
than 5,000 to 65,000. The franchise was, however, limited, and there were any number
of 'irregularities' within the system, but it was a start. The passing of the Reform Act
should have allowed Samuel Ford an opportunity to have a say in the affairs of the
State. However, because the franchise was limited to how much men paid in rent, £50
annually, and the process was open to manipulation, negotiation, and dishonesty with
the result that even if men could meet the stipulated rules, few would be included in the
electoral roll. In the 1830s, there were but nineteen registered electors for the County of
Buteshire. Samuel Ford was not one of them.
How would such seismic political shifts have affected the small population living on
Cumbrae? No doubt, Samuel Ford and the residents of Millport were well aware of
world events around them. In 1782 there were eight newspapers in Scotland. By 1790
there were twenty-seven. Conversation in pubs, gatherings, and workplaces would have
ensured everyone knew and was aware of what was happening. We can only guess what
their response may have been. Still, given the opportunity, it may well be that many
otherwise ordinary workers seized the chance of having a say, however small, in their
community and readily agreed to join a 'community of feuars'.
The existence of a 'community of feuars' suggests a social revolution given the times.
From the details of the Statistical Accounts, we know that it was the prerogative of those
who held responsibility towards the Monarch, the lairds as vassals of the Crown, could,
and did, feu property to ordinary workers. We also have evidence that, at times, the
'community of feuars' were approached to fund a new school or repair an old church or,
in the case of the Parish of Greenwich, elect magistrates to the Burgh.
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These records indicate that feuars were more than property holders and held positions
of responsibility and could be called for financial support. Towards the end of the
eighteenth century, these 'feuars', along with 'lairds', numbered some 10,000 and bore
more of the government's financial burden.
Therefore, the association between the
Wright lineage and the distribution of 'feu' titles bears closer examination.
The Lairds of Kelburn, later elevated to the Earl of Glasgow, in the east, and the
Marquess of Bute in the west, along with their heirs and successors, as vassals of the
Crown, effectively held ownership over the Cumbraes since medieval times. These links
persisted until 1999 when the present Marquess of Bute, John Crichton-Stuart,
otherwise known as Johnny Dumfries, who enjoyed racing motor cars but prefered to be
called Johnny Bute, put the island up for sale allowing tenants to acquire land. The
only exception was the Garrison House in the centre of town and the surrounding
grounds. It is held by Millport Town Council on a 99-year lease which commenced in
1947.
On 28 November 2004, Martinmas in Scotland, the Abolition of Feudal Tenure etc.
(Scotland) Act 2000 became effective in abolishing feu titles and feu duties.

John Crichton-Stuart, the Seventh Marquess of Bute, in his racing car and later in life as a
business man. He died 22 March 2021
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Sketch of the survey of the Feu Plan 1779 of the Miln-Port contained on one sheet of paper.
Insert shows the Tenement No. 40 seised to Alex (Alexander) Wright. There are pencil notations
which identify John Stewart and John MacCallum as ‘mariners’ while Alexander Wright is identified
as a ‘weaver’. Ayrshire Archives Centre.

School House end of
the Feu Plan of 1779
identifying Tenement
Nos. 37 to 42.
Note also the area
marked “Pasture
Ground’.
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The Feu Plan for Miln-Port 1779

We must remember that in the period under discussion there was no such thing as
personal ownership of land.
No one could 'own' land other than the Monarch;
ownership was vested in the Crown. Only those vassals, generally distinguished with
titles such as Baron, Earl, or Marquess, represented the Crown in a localised area and
held responsibilities, obligations, and, therefore, fealty and allegiance towards the
Monarch. However, it appears the case that as vassals of the Crown, these 'overlords or
superiors’ could 'feu their land to others' who, in turn, effectively became vassals and
therefore owned loyalty to their superior.
The Feu Plan of 1779 for Millport was introduced to overcome a housing shortage on
Cumbrae created with the stationing of the Royal George on the island. Given his
family's wealth, it would appear that Andrew Crawford found a workable solution by
enlisting the help of the Marquess in releasing land for the purpose of housing the Royal
George crew. As a result, allocating tenements under a 'feu' title was a workable
solution for all concerned.
While the revenue cutter's mariners ostensively were the recipients of property, others
who were not crew members were also feued property. As recorded on the Plan, those
feued tenements included a tailor, four masons, a farmer, a shoemaker, a seaman, a
fisherman, a schoolmaster and a weaver, namely Alexander Wright.
At the end of what became known as Stuart Street, the Tenements numbers run 39 to
42 respectively. On the Plan, the occupation of the recipients has been pencilled in at a
later date.
Tenement Number
39
40
41
42

Holder
John Stewart Jnr, (Mariner), Cumbrae.
Alexander Wright, (Weaver), Cumbrae.
John McCallum, (Mariner), Cumbrae
School House and Yard.
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More detailed images of the Feu Plan of 1779. Above the Plan itself and below the full list of those
benefiting from the distribution of the Plan.
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Robert Wright’s
family’s birth
certificates tracing his
occupation from a
weaver to a mariner
on the Royal George.
Notice the script in
the collective record
(middle) is different to
that the individual
records, indicating a
possible missing
single entry record for
the birth of Margaret
Wright.

One might understand why one tenement was reserved for a school. Still, neither
Campbell (1994) nor the Register of Sasines enlightens us on the criteria followed in the
distribution of the property to those who were not mariners. How was it that Alexander
Wright was the recipient of Tenement No. 40?
From the OPRs, we learn that Robert Wright, the eldest son of Alexander Wright and the
father of Margaret Wright who married Samuel Ford, was a weaver before becoming a
mariner on board the Royal George. However, it was Alexander Wright who was feued
Tenement No. 40 under the Feu Plan 1779 and not his son, Robert Wright.
A perusal of the OPRs reveals that Robert Wright did not become a member of the crew
of the Royal George until after the birth of his first child, William in 1787. His second
child, Alexander, was born in 1789 when Robert is recorded as a ‘cutterman’ indicating
that he joined the crew of the Royal George between 1787 and 1789, some ten years
after the instigation of the Feu Plan of 1779. It therefore would appear that there is
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another reason why a tailor, four masons, a farmer, a shoemaker, a seaman, a
fisherman, a schoolmaster and a weaver, were feued tenements.

Register of Sasines relating to
Alexander Wright which begins
a third of the way down on page
2 and ends on the top part of
page 3. National Records Office
Scotland.

Remember, when the Feu Plan was instigated, there was no village on Cumbrae, people
lived in collections of dwellings associated with farming. To gain some idea of the
circumstances surrounding the distribution of feu titles I turn to the Statistical
Accounts.
The Isle of Cumbrae was owned by the Earl of Glasgow in the east and the Marquess of
Bute in the west. In the 1794 Statistical Accounts, while acknowledging that the captain
and crew of the Royal George revenue cutter were residents of the island, the author
writing about the Parish of Cumbrae, makes no mention of 'feuars' existing on the
island. However, the 1845 Statistical Accounts report concerning Cumbrae mentions 'a
number of Lord Glasgow's feuars rent a small piece of land' for growing crops and
keeping cows while 'the feuars on Lord Bute's property' formed something of a
communal farm. Given these references to the existence of feuars, it would seem that
both the island's lairds granted feu status to several residents in the interim period
following the adoption of the Feu Plan of 1779. Given the time delay in finalising the
production of the Accounts, we have to assume that the 1845 record was authored some
years from this date.
Within the Feu Plan, the final column makes reference to 'grass and pasture possessed
by the inhabitants of the Miln Port' totalling nine acres, three roods, and thirty-fours
falls. Scottish land measurements mean that an acre contains four roods. A rood has 40
falls, and a fall, six ells. Effectively, apart from the falls of land on which the inhabitants
could build a dwelling, it appears that those grated land also had access to a further 10
acres of land as a collective. The reference to a ‘communal farm’ in the Statistical
Accounts may have referred to this aspect of the Feu Plan.
The Register of Sasines confirms the details of the Feu Plan of 1779. Extracts from the
Register 1781-82, a primary source document for the County of Bute, record that
Alexander Wright, a weaver on Cumbrae, was a beneficiary of the distribution of the
land under the Millport Feu Plan of 1779. The Register of Sasines begins;
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Alexander Wright, a weaver in Cumbray [Cumbrae], seised on 5 November 1782 in a
tenement in Millport on Feu Disposition by the Commissioner of John, Earl of Bute …
The sasine also includes the salient note that Tenement No. 40 consists of sixteen falls
in the 'street which fronts the seashore’. This location later became known as Stuart
Street.
The actual sasine record is difficult to read as writing paper at the time was a scarce
commodity, resulting in the writer cramming as many words onto a page as possible.
Fortunately, the record of Alexander Wright's sasine is spread over four pages of the

Final column of the Feu Plan 1779 summarising the distribution of land. Under the
heading Lands Possessed by the Milnport Inhabitants a description the land follows
totallying nearly 10 acres for the use of the residentes.
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Register, allowing one to read the sasines on either side of the one feued to Alexander
Wright. From the record, Tenement No. 39 was feued to John Stewart Jnr, a mariner,
while Tenement No. 41, was feued to John MacCallum, also a mariner. These details
are also consistent with the information contained in the Feu Plan of 1779. I have
transcribed the Sasine recorded in the name of Alexander Wright which can be found in
Appendix A.
From the Register of Sasines, we learn that Tenement No. 40 was later transferred to
William Wright, Alexander Wright’s grandson, on 23 May 1842, and not his natural heir,
Robert Wright. At the time (1842), William Wright is recorded as a Customhouse
boatman at the port of Greenwich, suggesting that he followed his father into the
‘preventative service’. Notably, the property was feued to William Wright by Clare
Constat, a legal term denoting ‘a deed executed by a subject superior, to complete the
title of his vassal’s heir to the lands held by the deceased heir’. It is apparent that
Robert Wright has died in the interim, and Tenement No. 40 is passed to the next
legitimate heir, William Wright. There is no record of Robert Wright in the Register of
Sasines.
Unfortunately, the Wright memorial in the Mid Kirkton Cemetery does not mention
Margaret Wright's father, Robert Wright. Nor can I find any record of his death in the
OPRs. It may well be that when the revenue cutter, the Royal George skippered by
James Miller, sailed away from Cumbrae in 1820 for the last time, Robert Wright was
part of the crew. Sadly, Robert Wright and the Royal George disappear from the island's
history.
Given the ordinary course of events, a feuar would be recorded in the Register of
Sasines. Samuel Ford, however, is not recorded in the Register of Sasines, which again
begs the question; under what circumstances could Samuel Ford be recognised as a
feuar? Recall that Daniel Crawford was recognised as a feuar but we can confirm from
the Feu Plan of 1779 that he was the recipient of fue title No. 1. Maybe there is another
reason why Samuel Ford is recognised as a feuar; quarriers received a wage
substantially above those of other trades.
From the Statistical Accounts, the author of the report on the Parish of Killbrandon and
Killchattan in Argyllshire (1795), the Reverend John Macfarlane, provides evidence
concerning quarries and quarriers.
The Easdale slate quarries are well known over the most of Britain … [where] the
quarriers are of late increased to about 300 men; All these, except a few have families.
Some of them are called quarriers, others day labourers or feuars.
The quarriers are paid for the quantity of slates which they manufacture, annually; some
of them 1 s. or 1.2 s., and others 1.5 s a [day], in proportion to the difficulty or facility of
workings, and the expense that attends it.
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I have again summarised the weekly earnings;
Day Labourers
Quarriers

5s 10d
8s 6d

The report continues;
The workmen’s wages amounted last year to near £4000 Sterling. They seem to live very
comfortably; many of them can easily save money; and though they should be in debt to
the company, they are indulgent enough to allow them whatever is necessary for
supporting their families.
It would appear from this document that quarriers might be collectively referred to as
feuars in some locations. It is also apparent that quarries received a most ‘comfortable’
wage and therefore recognised as having a higher social status within the community.
In a personal communication the Assistant Researcher, North Ayrshire Heritage Council
notes concerning the recognition of Samuel FOrd as a feuar;
The majority of people at this time would have been tenants, so owning land would have
made him [Samuel FORD] an important man in the community.
Regardless, the overlapping documentation from the Register of Sasines dovetails neatly
with the information contained in the 1841 Scottish Census concerning Samuel Ford’s
family. Samuel Ford died in 1836 aged fifty years while in the 1841 census, Margaret
Wright/Ford, now widowed, is recorded as occupying the dwelling one tenement
removed from the School in Stuart Street, that is, the 'street which fronts the seashore.’
Margaret Ford, along with four of the youngest siblings, two masons and another family
of four are now occupying the same tenement feued to her grandfather, Alexander
Wright, in 1782. It would appear that Margaret has been afforded the same hereditary
recognition that was attributed to her grandfather.

!841 Scottish Cenus details of the occupants of Tenement No. 40
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1782 Sasine recorded in the name of Alexander Wright recorded when writing paper was at a
premium.
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Further, Margaret Wright, under both her maiden name and her married name is
recorded across the Valuation Rolls of the Island as the ‘owner’ of property.
At the time of the 1851 Scottish Census, Margaret Ford is recorded as living at Crichton
Street, where she is recognised as the ‘house proprietor’ She has apparently moved out
of her Stuart Street address and is now living on her own indicating that her children
have all left home. In the same census, we find the youngest, James Ford, living in
Kilmarnock and working as a ‘wright’.
The 1855/56 Valuation Roll documents ‘Mrs Samuel’ Ford as the ‘owner’ of the Crichton
Street residence. At the time of the 1864/65 Valuation Roll Margaret’s daughter, now
widowed and recorded as ‘Mrs James Jack’, is living at the same Crichton Street
address as her mother.
The Valuation Rolls of 1872/73 record that Margaret Ford has moved from her previous
dwelling in Crichton Street and is now living at No. 24 Crichton Street with her
daughter, ‘Mrs Margaret Jack’.
Mary Ford married James Jack who died at sea.
Margaret Ford is not listed under the ‘tenant’ column of the roll record but pays a ‘feu
duty’ of 15/- (fifteen shillings) on property valued at £7 to the Marquess of Bute,
confirming that Margaret Ford was recognised as a property owner.
The Valuation Roll dated 1889 relates to Mary Jack and indicates that she is living at 24
Crichton Street and paying an annual feu duty of fifteen shillings.
The fact that
Margaret Wright/Ford and Mary Ford/Jack are recognised as an ‘owner’ and paying a
‘feu duty’ indicates that the same situation probably applied to the earlier Stuart Street
address before the death of Samuel Ford in 1836.
Perhaps the occupation and
recognition is a continuity of acceptance by the Cumbrae community as ’looking after
their own’.
With the aid of Google Maps, the details of the 1841 census record, and the Register of
Sasines details, I have tracked down Margaret Ford's Stuart Street address. The nexus
of information establishes that the two-story Stuart Street dwelling with the loft was the
residence of Samuel Ford's family, one removed from the more imposing schoolhouse.
The tenement looks trim and neat, and the view from the upper story looking over the
Firth of Clyde must be spectacular.
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Register of Sasines with respect to the transfer of the sasine from Alexander Wright to his
grandson, William Wright, Customhouse boatman at the Port of Greenock, by Clare
Constat. In the intervening years paper has become readily available.
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Stuart Street Millport 2019 showing Tenements Nos. 40, 41 and 42 according to the Feu Plan 1779. On
the left is Tenement No. 40, Margaret Wright’s residence at the time of the 1841 census. The upper floor
bay windows have been added in the interim. On the right is the three storied schoolhouse.
Below, view along Stuart Street looking towards the Royal George Hotel in the distant. The photo is taken
from the junction of Stuart Street and Guilford Street where a dwelling called ‘The Wedge’ with a very
narrow frontage serves to align the two streets. Google Maps.
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Appendix A
Transcription of Sasine in Name of Alexander Wright
Three dots [ … ] indicates that the words are too difficult to translate.

Sasine. Alexander Wright of the subject underwritten;
… The sasine under recorded was presented by … MacFarlane writer in
Dunbarton and whereof the tenor follows - In the name of God amen. Be in
know to all men that upon the fifth day of November in the year of our Lord
one thousand seven hundred eighty two and the twenty third year of the
Reign of our Sovereign King George the Third in the presence of me Notary
Public and that witnesses hereunto subscribing. Compeared James
Crawford Senior resident in Millport Baillie in that part specially
Constituted by the Precept of Sasine after insert and passed with us and
Alexander Wright Weaver in Cumbray to the Ground of the Tenement to be
just now described the said Alexander Wright having in his hands a feu
right disposition Granted by Robert Oliphant of Rossi Esq. Commissioned
Appointed by the Right Hon. John, Earl of Bute for managing his estate in
North Britain and as being empowered to Grant feu rights of such parts of
his Lordships lands on the island of Miekle [Greater] Cumbray as he may
see fit. Conform to Commission in his favour dated the nineteenth day of
October Seventeen hundred and eighty and recorded in the Books of
Council and Sessions upon the twenty fourth day of the same month. By
which Disposition the said Rob. Oliphant disposed and made over to and in
favour of the said Alexander Wright and to his heirs or assignages
whomsoever the Ground right and property of that Tenement consisting of
a house yard occupying sixteen falls of land or thereby in the village of
Millport in the island of Miekle Cumbray and Shire of Bute situated in the
street which fronts the seashore as the said Tenement is described on plan
of the village kept at Mountsyaurt on which plan it is marked number forty
bounded on the south west by the Tenement No. 39 feued to John Stewart
Jnr mariner, and on the North east by the tenement No 41 feued to John
MacCallum.

In which Tenement so disposed the said Robert Oliphant

obliged his Constituentbto insert and … the said Alexander Wright and his
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aforesaids absolute and irredeemably. To be holden of the said John Earl
of Bute and his heirs who shall be entitled to succeed him in his estate of
Bute in feu … and heritage for payment of five shillings and four pence the
money in the name of feu duty at Martinmass [11 November] annually.
And doubling the said feu duty the third year of entry every heir to the said
subject as usual in this kind of holding.

And it is declared that the said

Alexander Wright and his aforesaids and the possessors of the said
Tenement are and shall in all time coming be articled to the said Earls Miln
of Cumbray and pay his Lordship or to the Tackman of the Miln in such in
multure for all malt and for all bear [Scottish name for barley] or Barley
which shall be manufactured into Malt and which shall hold[?] fire water
within the thirle on the said Miln. Which feu right and Disposition the said
Alexander Wright presented to the above designed James Crawford Baillee
in that part and at the same time desired him to perform the duties of the
office of Bailliary committ to him by the Precept of Sasine therein contained
agreeable to which request the Bailee having received the deed aforesaid
into his hands immediately delivered the same to me the Notary to be read
and published to the witnesses and other present which accordingly did
and to herein transcribe the before mentioned Precept of Sasine which is as
follows:

Furthermore I the said Robert Oliphant as Commissioned

aforesaid desires and require you James Crawford Senior Resident in
Millport jointly and severally the said Earls Bailee … to the effect after
specified, specially Conslitated that

… and deliver to the said Alexander

Wright … State and Sasine with actual real and corporal possession of the
Tenement (Marked on the plan No. 40) herein before disposed by delivering
to him or to him or to his attorney in his name bearer hereof a little earth
and stone of and upon the same to be holden in manner aforesaid And that
this on no account if abandoned The which to do I committ to you jointly
and Severally as said is my full power by this my precept.

In … anywhere

of the … … any whereof.. if written upon stamped paper by John Wright
clerk to John Blain Sheriff Clerk of Buteshire, are … by me the said Robert
Oliphant. At Mountsyaurt the twenty ninth day of July one Thousand seven
hundred and eighty two years before these witnesses Messrs Peter May
Sheriff’s Sheriff’s substitute of Bute, Alexander May Comptroller of the
Customs at Rothesay. The said John Blain before the signor signed Robert
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Oliphant … witness John Blain witness Alexander May witness After
reading ad publishing of which … right and disposition of the above Precept
of Sasine therein contained the said James Crawford Sen. in virtue of the
office of the Bailliary committs him. Gave and delivered heritable State and
Sasine with actual real and corporal possession to the said Alexander
Wright of the aforesaid Tenement No 40 situated as above described by
delivering to him a little earth and stone of an upon the ground of the
tenement. To be holden in manner and payment of the feu duty the other
condition above mentioned Whereupon and upon all and sundry the . is the
said Alexander Wright required an Instrument under my hand in presence
of Patrick Mackay Sen.

John Duncan confess am there and George

Anderson Sen. to the above … witness called to the [Latin] … John Blair,
N. P. Patrick McKay Witness George Anderson Witness.
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